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…in pursuit of control room operational best practice

2019 ACRNA
Conference
The 2019 ACRNA Conference will be
held in Melbourne later this year
following conferences in Brisbane (2016)
and Sydney (2018). The Committee is
working on finding an affordable and
centrally located conference venue and
as soon as a venue is selected the
conference dates will be finalised, and
the Agenda developed including 1-day of
site visits to a diverse range of Control
Rooms. As a Not-For-Profit Association
run BY the Industry FOR the Industry the
ACRNA keeps Conference costs down
amongst the lowest cost conference
events in Australia.
When we start inviting registration for the
2019 Conference, your conference
registration will again include your annual
membership subscription.

Viva Energy Australia –
Gold Corporate Member
Two enthusiastic Viva Energy Australia
team members who attended the 2018
ACRNA Conference made a tremendous
contribution to the Conference and the
ACRNA now proudly welcomes VIVA
Energy Australia as a Gold Corporate
Member!

Corporate memberships
– sticking with ACRNA
This month sees Jemena renew its
Platinum Corporate Membership, and
Transurban renew its Gold Corporate
Membership.
The support of our inaugural Corporate
Members is acknowledged and very much
appreciated. Their membership, and
Viva’s, continue to supplement the
Association’s ability to produce a
professional and low-cost three day
conference.
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ACRNA Website
This month we released the final stage of
the ACRNA website build phase which
includes the new ACRNA Connect page
and the official Events Calendar.
With this release, the Build phase of the
ACRNA website development is
completed, but the content of the website
has much more potential to be realised.
Like all associations, to be successful
they need the active support of all
members. Ours is no different.
The new ACRNA Connect gives you the
opportunity to be in touch with other
members.
The next phase – Development and
Resources – will be the collection,
development, generation and sharing of
resources by the membership.
The association needs its members to
supply this information. This is where we
can all take an active role.
The conference was successful because
different individuals from different
industries shared their knowledge and
experiences.
We must continue to do this to ensure
the association is successful.
As we mature as an Association, and
production of material becomes our
second nature, then that material can be
forwarded to the Development and
Resources SubCommittee via email
info@acrna.org but you must be willing
to assist the SubCommittee to produce it.
As this enterprise develops, the next
Development & Resources phase of the
ACRNA website will include the
development of pages and forums:
- Training
- Standards & guidelines
- Shift management & rostering
- Jobs and recruitment
- State and Regional forums
- Industry and Special Interest forums
- Webinars

IA 57031
52 620 754 850
620 754 850
38 meredith street, new lambton, nsw 2305 Australia
+61 407 289 275
info@acrna.org
acrna.org
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Training…”and off we go!”

June 2019

Many of you will be quite familiar with the
following picture…

“Eighty percent of what I know, you will only”

What makes this scenario even worse is
that the guy that Luke Skywalker trains up
will end up only knowing 64% of the
original. In addition, the new guys won’t
have been trained the same way as the
masters, with different standards,
education and industry history affecting all
that stuff.
It is likely the new guy could even have just
walked up and started off the street, been
given some theoretical training without any
hands on experience – and off we go!
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The following image “CEWD 2008 Survey:
Age Distribution” pretty much sums up the
current situation that we are in. As you can
see we are currently ten years into the
projection and we have all seen a lot of
experience walk out the door. It doesn’t
matter if you are pushing energy or aircraft
or in manufacturing, the trend is still the
same. As managers and businesses, we are
all being challenged by the current skills
shortage and the training conundrum that
isn’t going away any time soon. Some
businesses have lowered their standards to
try and find people, others just resort to
putting bums on seats and cross their
fingers. From experience, the resultant time
consuming management of that situation
isn’t worth the risk, it’s better to not hire
that import problems that destabilise all
your current people.
Thankfully there are people like Professor
Mark Wiggins from Macquarie Uni out
there! I have known Mark and been familiar
with his work for around about ten years.
Mark and his team have created a project to
look into how people learn and what ques
Experienced Operators look for compared
to Novice Operators in an effort to identify
and escalate the knowledge transition.
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The following is a summary and
introduction by Mark into the research
project called EXPERTise.
Like medical practitioners, pilots and
electricity network controllers are
diagnosticians. They must draw
conclusions based on a range of features
in the environment, from changes in the
electrical frequency or voltage,
information from field crews, and weather
forecasts. Therefore, the accuracy and
reliability of their decisions depends on
their ability to quickly and accurately
make sense of the information that they
receive. Inevitably, these can have a
significant impact on customers and on
the health and safety of work crews.
Although diagnostic skills are critically
important for successful network control,
we have few opportunities to establish
how well these skills are developed,
maintained, and how they might vary
across time.
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For example, it may be the case that a
new network controller is struggling to
make sense of information, but is
safeguarded by other colleagues or
automated systems, so that the difficulties
are less visible. Similarly, a network
controller may have taken on a
management position or long service
leave, and may have difficulty re‐acquiring
the necessary diagnostic skills when
returning to a network control role.

An Example of the Feature Identification
Task in the DNSP Edition of EXPERTise
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To try to offer network control managers
and staff the opportunity to receive
feedback concerning their diagnostic skills,
we have been working with a number of
electrical transmission and distribution
companies in Australia and New Zealand
to develop and test a tool that can be
used to establish benchmarks for
diagnosis in network control. Using a
software program called the Expert
Intensive Skills Evaluation (EXPERTise), we
developed scenarios that are tailored to
specific industrial settings and we are now
building a database that captures the
performance of network controllers. Once
this database has been developed, it can
be used for selection, ongoing
assessments, post‐incident analysis,
retraining or reskilling, and/or return to
work assessments.
Funded by both our industry partners and
the Australian Government through the
Australian Research Council (ARC), our
most recent research has investigated
whether or not the tool that we have
developed for Electrical Distribution
Network Service Providers actually
differentiates behaviour in practice.
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To test this, we undertook a number of
evaluations, including assessments of
vigilance and physiological measures such
as near infrared spectroscopy. Near
Infrared Spectroscopy (NiRS) involves
measuring blood flow in the pre‐frontal
cortex (front part of the brain), and is a
measure of how hard the brain is working
to solve problems. We tested a group of
operators with both EXPERTise and NiRS
and found that those people who
performed at a high level on EXPERTise
need fewer brain‐related resources to
solve everyday problems, which also
allowed them to remain vigilant for longer
periods. This is what we would expect
from network controllers who have a
better capacity for diagnosis since they
can make sense of situations relatively
easily.

Network Controller Testing in Practice
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One of the most important aspects of our
research has been to work with a number
of organisations, all of which undertake
network control. This has allowed us to
pool the data, giving us a much larger
database for benchmarking. However, it
will also allow managers to test how well
their employees are performing against
the industry more broadly. This is
important, as it will provide managers
with the data that they need to argue for
additional support, including training and
development.
The success of the initiative in electricity
network control has led to a proposal for a
new project to investigate various
remedial strategies based on the reports
that are generated by EXPERTise. The
reports are something like a personality
profile that highlight strengths and areas
of development. We now want to address
these profiles and provide evidence to
enable organisations to target training and
development initiatives based on the
specific profile of an individual controller.
Not only should this reduce the costs of
training since not everyone needn’t be
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involved, but the training should be better
targeted to the specific needs of network
controllers, thereby improving their
inherent motivation to learn. Since the
training is on‐line and involves the
provision of detailed feedback, we expect
that it should be able to address those
areas where there is an identified area of
development, thereby improving the
diagnostic skills overall.
As you can see, there is a lot of cool stuff
being conducted in this space at the
moment, with a lot more research to be
done yet, results coming through are quite
promising.
With technology creating change at an
exponential rate and operators retiring at
an equally alarming rate I’m sure this
research will be well placed to help our
control rooms keep up.
All going well Mark and his team will be
presenters at this year’s ARCNA
Conference – keep an eye out for further
updates.
Ron Whalen

An Example of an EXPERTise Report
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